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The cross section for the neutron-induced fission of 238U nuclei has been measured using the time-of-flight
spectrometer of the GNEIS neutron complex at the Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, National Research
Center Kurchatov Institute, in the neutron energy range of 0.3–500 MeV. Fission fragments have been
detected by low-pressure position-sensitive multiwire proportional counters. The cross section for 238U(n, f)
fission has been measured with respect to the cross section for 235U(n,  f) fission, which is an accepted inter-
national standard. Data on the energy dependence of the anisotropy of the angular distribution of fragments
of neutron-induced 238U nuclei are also presented. The data obtained have been compared to previous exper-
iments carried out using both similar and significantly different methods.
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It is currently believed that the nuclear power
industry will be developed in the way to the imple-
mentation of a closed fuel cycle including fourth-gen-
eration nuclear power installations [1, 2] and nuclear
reactors driven by high-current proton accelerators
with energies of 1 GeV and above (accelerator driven
systems) [3]. These systems will ensure the safety and
reliability of the nuclear power industry, its economic
competitiveness owing to a lower life-cycle cost com-
pared to other power sources, and more efficient use
of nuclear fuel with the simultaneous reduction of the
yield of nuclear waste. The solution to problems of
accumulation, storage, and possible utilization of
spent nuclear fuel is relevant. According to data for
2020, the worldwide amount of spent nuclear fuel is
400000 t including 275000 t stored in repositories,
where 7000 t are added annually [4]. The trans-
mutation of nuclear waste in fast reactors currently
seems one of the promising methods to reduce the
radiotoxicity of spent nuclear fuel. However, practical
fabrication of novel nuclear installations and utiliza-
tion of radioactive waste are impossible without reli-
able and accurate nuclear data.

The cross sections for the fission of the main 235U
and 238U isotopes induced by neutrons with energies
up to 200 MeV are currently accepted as standards [5,
6]; for this reason, particular attention is paid to their
measurement. These measurements cover both the

range of 1–20 MeV (reactor spectrum), which is used
in current and near future nuclear technologies, and
the range of 20 MeV to 1 GeV and above, which is most
experimentally difficult but is decisively important for
the development of promising accelerator driven tech-
nologies. The results of experiments on the measure-
ment of the cross section of neutron-induced fission
of 238U nuclei can be found in the EXFOR experi-
mental nuclear reaction database [7].

Data on the cross section for the neutron-induced
fission of 238U nuclei exist generally for neutron ener-
gies below 20 MeV, which are interesting for calcula-
tions of nuclear reactors. Most of these data were
obtained with monoenergetic neutrons from various
reactions at accelerators [8–17]. The main feature of
such measurements is that an individual experiment
was carried out for each energy (or a chosen energy
range) of neutrons inducing fission. Different reac-
tions and neutron-emitting targets were used and
additional adjustment (calibration) of all detecting
instruments was sometimes performed. To test data on
the fission cross sections of 238U nuclei measured with
monoenergetic neutron beams and to estimate their
accuracy, similar experiments were also carried out
with neutron beams with a continuous spectrum using
the time-of-flight method [18, 19]. Measurements at
neutron energies above 20 MeV were performed both
with quasimonoenergetic neutron beams [20, 21] and
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with neutron beams with the continuous spectrum
using the time-of-flight method [22–27]. The first
results were also obtained recently at the China Spall-
ation Neutron Source [28, 29]. A gas scintillation
counter [8], thin-film breakdown counters [20], a
time projection chamber [27], and fission ionization
chambers [9–19, 21–24, 28, 29] were used in the cited
works to detect fission fragments. Measurements in
[25, 26] were carried out with a multisection ioniza-
tion chamber and an array of position-sensitive paral-
lel plate avalanche counters in various geometries.

In all works cited above, except for [15], where
direct measurements were performed, the fission cross
section of the nucleus under study was measured with
respect to the cross section of a reaction that is known
with a high accuracy (standard cross section) such as
1H  (n–p scattering) [17, 20, 21], 27Al 24Na
and 56Fe 56Mn reactions [16], and the neutron-
induced fission of 235U nuclei [8–14, 18, 19, 22–29].
This procedure allowed one to minimize errors caused
by the uncertainty of the neutron flux. In addition to
the relative method of measurements of the fission
cross section, the mixed target method [9–11, 13, 14,
18, 19, 23] is often used for nuclei whose fission cross
section has a threshold; this method also makes it pos-
sible to minimize the error caused by the uncertainty
of the mass of studied samples.

The comparison of existing experimental data
reveals some spread at neutron energies above 30 MeV.
In particular, the authors of [22, 24, 25, 29] believe
that their data are in general agreement with each
other, whereas the data reported in [23] are systemati-
cally lower and the maximum relative difference of
~8% is observed for neutron energies above 100 MeV.
The data from [20, 21] have a higher uncertainty than
the data cited above, they are ~7% higher than the data
from [22, 24, 25, 29] at energies below 100 MeV, and
the data from [21] at neutron energies above 100 MeV
are in agreement with the data both from [23] and
from [22, 24, 25, 29].

In this work, the fission cross section of 238U nuclei
is measured at the GNEIS neutron complex [30, 31]
(Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, National
Research Center Kurchatov Institute) based on the
SC-1000 synchrocyclotron with a 1-GeV proton
beam. The GNEIS neutron complex includes an
intense pulsed neutron source (~1014 neutrons per sec-
ond in a solid angle of 4π) with a pulse duration of
~10 ns and a repetition frequency of ~50 Hz and a
time-of-flight spectrometer having five neutron
beams with bases up to 50 m. A fast neutron pulse is
formed by the incidence of the proton beam on a
400 × 100 × 50-mm water-cooled lead target placed in
the vacuum chamber of the accelerator. It is notewor-
thy that the time between successive incidences of the
proton beam on the lead target is ~20 ms, which cor-
responds to the energy of recycling neutrons less than
0.017 eV at a time-of-flight base of (36.5 ± 0.05) m

( , )n n p α( , )n
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used in these measurements. To exclude such recy-
cling neutrons, we used a 0.1-mm-thick Cd filter (in
this case, the transmission of neutrons with energies
below 0.3 eV can be neglected), which was placed in
the hall of the SC-1000 synchrocyclotron behind a 6-
m-thick hard concrete wall at a distance of 14 m from
the measuring instruments. The cross section for the
238U(n, f) fission with respect to the cross section for
the 235U(n, f) fission was measured on neutron beam
no. 5 with a diameter of 90 mm.

Targets with the studied 238U and 235U nuclei were
fabricated at the Khlopin Radium Institute
(St. Petersburg) by the “painting” method on alumi-
num substrates 0.1 mm in thickness. The shapes and
sizes of the active layer were different. The circular
99.996%-enriched 238U target had a thickness of
(1150 ± 56) μg/cm2 and a diameter of 60 mm, and the
100 × 50-mm rectangular 99.992%-enriched 235U tar-
get had a thickness of (203 ± 11) μg/cm2. The homo-
geneity of the active layer determined by scanning the
α activity of the target by silicon detectors with a small
solid angle was 10%.

To ensure identical conditions for measurements of
fission cross sections, a 0.1-mm-thick aluminum
screen was placed on the active layer of the 238U and
235U targets and was used to separate a circular region
with a diameter of (48.0 ± 0.1) mm on the surface of
the active layer. Further, the total  activity of the 238U
and 235U targets with the deposited screen, which did
not transmit  particles and fission fragments, was
measured using silicon detectors at the Petersburg
Nuclear Physics Institute, National Research Center
Kurchatov Institute. The masses of the 238U and 235U
isotopes in the targets used to measure fission cross
sections were determined from the measured activity
with a statistical accuracy of 0.6 and 0.9%, respec-
tively. The measured ratio  of the number of
the main isotope nuclei in the 238U and 235U targets
was 5.364 ± 0.083, which coincides within measure-
ment errors with the estimate obtained at the Khlopin
Radium Institute.

The sketch of the experimental setup and the data
acquisition and preliminary processing system is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The experimental setup for measuring
the fission cross sections consists of the array of two
low-pressure position-sensitive multiwire propor-
tional counters (MWPCs) [32], a fission ionization
chamber with 238U targets for the relative monitoring
the neutron flux, and a photomultiplier tube placed in
the neutron beam to form a start signal of a neutron
pulse (start detector). This setup is a modified version
of the setup previously used to measure the angular
distributions of fission fragments [33–37].

Fission fragments emitted from the target with the
studied 238U isotope and from the target with the ref-
erence 235U isotope were detected in the same measur-
ing run by the array of two MWPCs, which were
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Sketch of the experimental setup and
data acquisition system: (Start) start detector; (PA) pream-
plifier; (HV1, HV2) high-voltage sources; (D1 X, D2 X)
anodes of detectors 1 and 2 (  axis), respectively; (D1 Y,
D2 Y) anodes of detectors 1 and 2 ( axis), respectively;
and (C1, C2) cathodes of multiwire proportional counters
1 and 2, respectively.

beam

X
Y

Fig. 2. (Color online) Time-of-flight spectrum of fission
fragments of (left part) 235U and (right part) 238U nuclei
from the 480th channel at various angles θ.
placed in the center of a cylindrical chamber with
diameter of 28 cm and with thickness of walls of 2 mm
filled with isobutane at a pressure of 8 mbar. The
chamber on the neutron beam was oriented in such a
way that the axis of the beam coincided with the axis
of the chamber and was perpendicular to the planes of
the targets and the electrodes of the MWPCs. Circular
0.5-mm-thick steel input and output windows 14 cm
in diameter were made in the bases of the cylindrical
chamber where the neutron beam passed. The dis-
tances from the targets with the studied and reference
nuclei to the cathode of the first (second) MWPC
were 6 and 37 mm (37 and 6 mm), respectively.

Each of the two MWPCs consisted of three wire
electrodes including two anodes and one cathode.
Signals from the two anodes and the cathode of each
MWPC, as well as a signal from the monitor fission
ionization chamber with 238U targets, were fed through
fast preamplifiers to seven inputs of two 8-bit
500-MHz Acqiris DC270 digitizers, and a signal from
the start detector was fed to the eighth input of the dig-
itizers. At each incidence of the proton pulse on the
lead target of the spectrometer of the GNEIS neutron
complex, the digitizers were triggered by signals from
the start detector, which recorded γ-ray photons and
neutrons emitted from this target. The total signal dig-
itizing time in all eight input of a digitizer was 8 μs,
which corresponds to neutron energies from ~0.1 MeV
to 1 GeV. Then, the waveforms obtained from wave-
form digitizers were read to a computer, where they
were stored on a hard disk for the online control of
received information and subsequent offline process-
ing. Angular distributions of fission fragments were
obtained by analyzing the resulting waveforms, and
JETP LETTERS  Vol. 117  No. 8  2023
the ratio of the fission cross sections of the studied and
reference nuclei was determined.

Since the neutron inducing fission transfers the
momentum to the fissioning nucleus, the measured
angular distribution of fission fragments differs from
the angular distribution in the center-of-mass system
of the fissioning nucleus. To take into account this
effect, the fission cross sections and angular distribu-
tions of fission fragments were measured for two ori-
entations of the setup with respect to the incident neu-
tron beam, where the longitudinal component of the
momentum of a detected fission fragment from the
studied 238U nucleus is opposite to and coincides with
the direction of the beam. The orientation was
changed by rotating the cylindrical chamber with
MWPCs by 180° about the axis that passes through its
center and is perpendicular to the direction of the neu-
tron beam. This rotation also allowed us to minimize
effects caused by the attenuation of the neutron flux in
the targets and MWPCs.

Fission fragments of the studied and reference
nuclei in relative measurements are detected by the
same MWPCs. Consequently, when processing data,
it is necessary to identify a fissioning nucleus whose
fragment is detected. Since a fission fragment of the
studied and reference nuclei moves from the first to
the second MWPC and from the second to the first
MWPC, respectively, this identification can be
ensured by measuring the time of f light of the fission
fragment from the cathode С2 of MWPC2 to the cath-
ode С1 of MWPC1. Figure 2 shows the time-of-flight
spectra of fission fragments for certain scattering
angles of fission fragments with respect to the normal
to the plane of electrodes of the MWPCs obtained in
one measuring run. Two separate groups of events cor-
responding to 238U(n, f) and 235U(n, f) fissions are
clearly seen.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Amplitude spectrum of signals from
the cathode of the multiwire proportional counter nearest
to the (left panel) 238U and (right panel) 235U targets. The
red solid and black dashed lines are the spectra after and
before the selection of desired fission events, respectively.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Anisotropy of the angular distribu-
tion of fission fragments from 238U nuclei in comparison
with experimental data from [38–47]. Statistical errors are
indicated. The solid line is a guide for the eye.
The further selection of fission events was similar
to that described in detail in [34, 35]. For example,
amplitude spectra from the cathode of the MWPCs
obtained before and after the separation of “desired”
fission events are shown in Fig. 3. It is remarkable that
desired fission events are almost completely separated
from neutron-induced background reactions in the
substrate of the target and in other materials of the
detector.

The efficiency of the detection of fission fragments
by the array of two position-sensitive MWPCs was cal-
culated by the Monte Carlo method taking into
account the geometry of the MWPCs, as well as the
profile of the neutron beam, the dimensions of the
active spot on the target separated by the screen, and
the spatial resolution of the MWPCs, which are asso-
ciated with the measurement procedure. The effi-
ciency of detection of fission fragments was ~45%,
and the maximum angle of detection of fission frag-
ments with respect to the normal to the plane of the
electrodes of the MWPCs was 71°. The efficiencies of
detection of fission fragments from the reference 235U
and studied 238U nuclei were the same because the
geometry and conditions of measurements for them
were identical.

We also note that the distance between two
MWPCs in this geometry was 20 mm, which is much
larger than 3 mm in [32–37]. As a result, we avoided
the distortion of angular distributions of fission frag-
ments caused by the mutual effects of signals (the so-
called “crosstalk” effect) from the anodes of two
MWPCs, and additional corrections introduced in
previous works were unnecessary.

Figure 4 presents the anisotropy  of
the angular distribution of fission fragments from 238U
nuclei at neutron energies of 0.8–500 MeV according
to this work and our previous measurements [33]. Fis-
sion events in [33] were separated using only ampli-

° °(0 )/ (90 )W W
tude spectra from the cathodes of MWPCs under the
assumption that the efficiency of the detection of fis-
sion fragments is independent on the detection angle.
This procedure can lead to the distortion of previous
dependences. For this reason, we reprocessed the data
obtained in [33] as in our later works [34–37]. It was
found that the difference between the data obtained in
[33] and the results of the joint processing of data in
this work is within the measurement errors. For this
reason, only results of the joint processing of data are
shown in Fig. 4, where experimental data obtained by
other authors [38–47] taken from the EXFOR [7] are
also given. The inset of Fig. 4 presents the anisotropy
of the angular distribution of fission fragments at neu-
tron energies below 4.0 MeV. Fission fragments were
detected in the cited works using proportional gas
counters [39], “catching” foils [40], “track” detectors
[41–43], a fission ionization chamber with a grid [38,
44–46], and a time projection chamber [47].

General agreement between data on the anisotropy
of the angular distribution of fission fragments
obtained in this work and data obtained by other
authors at neutron energies below 20 MeV can con-
firm the accuracy and reliability of our method of
measurement and data processing because methods
used by various authors differ both in type of detectors
and in properties of neutron sources. Our data for neu-
tron energies above 20 MeV are in agreement within
the experimental errors with measurements at the Los
Alamos Neutron Science Center [47], whereas data
reported in [45] demonstrate a higher anisotropy of
angular distributions of fission fragments.

Our results for the ratio  of the fis-
sion cross sections of 238U and 235U nuclei are shown
in Fig. 5 in comparison with data obtained in [22–25]
and taken from the EXFOR database.

σ σ8 5( ) = /U U
f fR E
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Ratio of the fission cross sections of
238U and 235U nuclei according to our measurements and
other experimental data taken from the EXFOR database.
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When determining the ratio R, we took into
account the correction to both the anisotropy of angu-
lar distributions of fission fragments and the limited
solid angle of their detection. This correction was
about 2% on average and was determined using the
anisotropy of angular distributions of fission frag-
ments from 238U and 235U nuclei obtained in the joint
analysis of our previous measurements [33] and data
reported in this work. The correction to the isotope
JETP LETTERS  Vol. 117  No. 8  2023

Table 1. Relative errors of measurements of the ratio R of
the fission cross sections of 238U and 235U nuclei

Statistical accuracy 60–2.4% (0.3−1.4 MeV) 
2.4% (above 1.4 MeV)

Attenuation of the neutron 
f lux

<0.3%

Anisotropy 10% (below 0.8 MeV) 
3% (0.8−1.2 MeV) 

1.2% (above 1.2 MeV)
Purity of targets 2% (below 0.8 MeV) 

0.2% (0.8−2.0 MeV) 
~10–4% (above 2 MeV)

Efficiency of multiwire 
proportional counters 

(geometrical uncertainty)

0.3%

Normalization factor 1.5%

Total error 3.1%

Uncertainty of the 235U standard
1.3−1.5% (below 20 MeV)

σf (235U) 1.5−4.8% (20−200 MeV)

5−7% (above 200 MeV)
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composition of the targets was also taken into account.
It is less than 0.1% at neutron energies above 1 MeV,
increases with decreasing neutron energy, and reaches
a maximum of 8% at a neutron energy of 0.3 MeV. The
relative errors of the ratio of fission cross sections
measured in this work are summarized in Table 1. The
average statistical accuracy reached in this work at
energies above 1.4 MeV is 2.4%. The total average sys-
tematic error of measurements is 1.9% and is deter-
mined to a great extent by an uncertainty of 1.2% in the
correction to the anisotropy of the angular distribution
of fission fragments and an uncertainty of 1.5% in the
normalization factor.

We obtained the 238U(n, f) fission cross section as
the product of the measured ratio R and the σf(235U)
standard, i.e., the 235U(n, f) fission cross section [5, 6].
Figure 6 shows the 238U(n, f) fission cross section
obtained in this work in comparison with data from
some works cited above and with the estimate from the
ENDF/B-VIII.0 library [48]. We note that this esti-
mate in the neutron energy range of 2–30 MeV almost
coincides with the recommended 238U(n, f) fission
cross section [5, 6]. The 238U(n, f) fission cross section
in all works cited in Fig. 6 was determined as the prod-
uct of the measured ratio R and the σf(235U) standard,
except for [27], where the neutron flux had a high
uncertainty of ~10% because of the geometry of the
experiment and the measured ratio of the fission cross
sections of 238U and 235U nuclei was normalized to the
ratio of the fission cross sections of 238U and 235U
nuclei at a neutron energy of 14.5 MeV from the
ENDF/B-VIII.β5 evaluated nuclear data library. For
this reason, for convenient comparison, these data
were renormalized to the corresponding value from
the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library with the normalization
error taken equal to an error of 1.8% in the ratio of the
recommended fission cross sections of 238U and 235U
nuclei at a neutron energy of 14.5 MeV.

Only those data from [25] are shown in Fig. 6 that
were obtained, as in this work, with position-sensitive
detectors, which were placed perpendicularly to the
neutron beam inducing fission. Similarly, only those
data from [26] are shown in Fig. 6 that were obtained
with a multisection ionization chamber because a
minimum neutron energy of ~0.3 MeV was reached in
this case.

The comparison of the results presented in Fig. 6
shows general agreement within the total error (the
error of the fission cross section of 235U nuclei taken as
the standard is not included) between data of this work
and data obtained by other authors and the estimate
from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library. Nevertheless, some
differences remain, as seen in Fig. 7, which presents
the ratio of the data shown in Fig. 6 to the estimate
from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library. The measurements
in all works cited in Fig. 7 were performed with neu-
tron beams with a continuous spectrum using the
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Cross sections for the neutron-
induced fission of 238U nuclei obtained in this work and in
[18–28] with total errors. The solid line consists of the esti-
mate from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library below 30 MeV and
the cross section recommended in [5, 6] above 30 MeV.

Fig. 7. (Color online) Ratio of the fission cross sections of
238U nuclei obtained in this work and in other time-of-
flight measurements to the estimate for this cross section
from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library. Statistical errors are
indicated.
time-of-flight method with respect to the fission cross
section of 235U. The comparison of the presented data
shows that the ratio of experimental data to the esti-
mate from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library is independent
of the neutron energy in the range of 2–30 MeV within
the statistical error of measurements. The existing
average deviation does not exceed the experimental
accuracy of the determination of the normalization
factor related to the uncertainty in the thickness of the
targets and in the detection efficiency of the detector
of fission fragments and neutron flux (scaling factor).
This is seen in Fig. 8, where the average deviation of
data from the estimate from the ENDF/B-VIII.0
library and the error of the resulting average deviation,
which was determined from the spread of experimen-
tal points with respect to this average deviation, as well
as experimental errors attributed to the normalization,
are presented. The dependences shown in Figs. 7 and
8 can indicate that the shape of the fission cross sec-
tion of 238U nuclei from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library
quite correctly describes existing experimental data
obtained with neutron beams with a continuous spec-
trum using the time-of-flight method. The authors of
recent work [29] (data obtained in [29] have not yet
been included in the EXFOR database) also noted that
the shape of the measured 238U(n, f) fission cross sec-
tion is in agreement with the estimate from the
ENDF/B-VIII.0 library, and the average deviation
from this estimate at neutron energies of 0.5–200 MeV
is 0.02–0.13% (at an uncertainty of ~1.6% in the nor-
malization factor).

A more detailed comparison of the experimental
data presented in Fig. 7 reveals some features. In par-
ticular, the shape of the fission cross section from the
ENDF/B-VIII.0 library almost ideally describes the
data from [23, 24], whereas the deviation of the data
reported in [18, 19, 27] from this fission cross section
depends on the neutron energy: this deviation
decreases by ~2% with increasing neutron energy in
[18, 19] and increases by ~2% in [27]. This indicates
the absence of significant systematic errors in the
experimental data presented above, which change the
energy dependence of the fission cross section.

It is noteworthy that the aforementioned difference
in the cited data at neutron energies above 100 MeV
will disappear if the experimental fission cross sections
of 238U nuclei from [22–25] are normalized to the rec-
ommended fission cross section of 238U, e.g., in the
neutron energy range of 2–5 MeV, because these data
will coincide within experimental errors with each
other and the recommended fission cross section of
238U nuclei will coincide within its errors with all
experimental data.
JETP LETTERS  Vol. 117  No. 8  2023
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Standard deviation of the fission
cross sections of 238U nuclei obtained in the discussed
works from the estimate from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library.
The solid line indicates errors attributed to the normaliza-
tion to the number of nuclei and the efficiency of detection
of fission fragments and neutron flux.

Fig. 9. (Color online) Ratio of the fission cross sections of
238U nuclei obtained in the discussed works to the estimate
from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library with total errors.
Figure 9 shows the ratio of accelerator experimen-
tal data obtained at certain energies using various
experimental methods to the estimate for the cross
section for the neutron-induced fission of 238U nuclei
from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library. It is seen that the
estimate from the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library in this case
is also correct at neutron energies of 2–20 MeV. Dif-
ferences between different national evaluated nuclear
data libraries ROSFOND-2010 [49], JEFF-3.3 [50],
JENDL-5 [51], CENDL-3.2 [52], and ENDF/B-
VIII.0 are also presented in Fig. 9. All estimates are in
agreement with each other with an accuracy of ~2% in
the indicated energy range, except for the estimate
JETP LETTERS  Vol. 117  No. 8  2023
from the CENDL-3.2 library, whose deviation
increases at neutron energies above 10 MeV and
reaches 7% at neutron energies near 20 MeV.

To summarize, new measurements of the fission
cross section of 238U nuclei have been carried out at
neutron energies up to 500 MeV. The data obtained at
energies up to 30 MeV are in agreement both with
numerous experimental works performed with various
neutron sources and with the estimate from the inter-
national ENDF/B-VIII.0 library. Our data obtained
at neutron energies above 30 MeV are also in agree-
ment with the recommended fission cross section of
238U nuclei [5, 6]. This agreement indicates that our
method is reliable and can be used to obtain data on
fission cross sections of nuclei and on angular distri-
butions of fission fragments, which are necessary for
the development of new nuclear technologies.
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